
 
 
 
 
 
 

January 24, 2018 
 
 
MEMORANDUM TO: Joseph Colaccino, Chief 

Licensing Branch 3 
Division of New Reactor Licensing 
Office of New Reactors 

 
FROM: Barbara Hayes, Project Manager /RA/  

Licensing Branch 3 
Division of New Reactor Licensing 
Office of New Reactors 
 

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF PUBLIC MEETING DISCUSSING NUCLEAR 
ENERGY INSTITUTE’S LETTER ENTITLED “AVOIDING 
DELAYS IN ISSUANCE OF NRC COMBINED LICENSES DUE 
TO DESIGN CERTIFICATION ERRORS” 

 
 
On December 13, 2017, staff from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) conducted a 
Category 2 public meeting with the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) and other stakeholders to 
discuss an NEI letter received on August 4, 2017 that contained three proposals to address 
design control document (DCD) errors while avoiding delays in issuance of Combined Licenses 
(COLs).  Meeting attendees are shown in Enclosure 1.  Copies of presentation materials used 
by the NRC staff can be found in the Agencywide Documents Access and Management System 
(ADAMS) under Accession No. ML17341A137.  NEI’s August 4, 2017 letter entitled “Avoiding 
Delays in Issuance of NRC Combined Licenes Due to Design Certification Errors,” can be found 
under ADAMS Accession No. ML17236A489. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The NEI letter, dated August 4, 2017, requested that NRC staff consider several options 
proposed by NEI for addressing the issue and that NRC staff determine which of these (or 
other) alternatives best provides a workable generic approach to resolve this issue. 
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NEI’s August 4, 2017 letter presented the following specific suggestions for avoiding delays in 
issuing COLs that reference a DC when an error is later found after rulemaking: 
 

Proposal 1:  Issuance of a License Condition:  The NEI letter notes the Commission’s 
“ministerial act” standard for License Conditions (LC), but states that an LC that defers 
resolution of the issue to a later license amendment or rulemaking satisfies this test.  
The letter also states that the “ministerial act” standard is a matter of policy and that the 
Commission can change this standard as long as “hearing rights are preserved”.  
 
Proposal 2:  Use of Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC):  The 
NEI letter states that existing or new ITAAC could be used to resolve many, if not all, 
DCD design errors at the COL stage and that design acceptance criteria (DAC) are 
unnecessary for this purpose. 
 
Proposal 3:  Use of a Hybrid COL and construction permit (CP) issued under Title 10 
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50:  The NEI letter states that a hybrid 
approach could be used such that a COL is issued for portions of the plant unaffected by 
the DCD error combined with a CP for those portions affected by the error.  The NEI 
letter further states that the NRC “may be able to implement” a hybrid approach under 
existing regulations but recommends rulemaking to address certain procedural issues. 

 
MEETING SUMMARY 
 
NEI provided opening remarks regarding the background and rationale of their request.  NRC 
staff briefly presented their understanding of both the requests and the specific proposals in 
NEI’s August 4, 2017 letter and requested confirmation of NRC’s understanding.  NEI confirmed 
NRC’s understanding and described their hope that the meeting will help to identify whether any 
of the proposals were considered implausible at this time, whether any of the proposals were 
preferable in NRC’s opinion, and whether NRC staff had any additional suggested approaches.   
 
NRC stated that comments and questions presented by the staff in the meeting, either verbally 
or in the presentation materials, were preliminary and should not be considered to be the 
agency’s final position.They are instead intended to support constructive dialogue at the public 
meeting.  The discussion of NEI’s specific proposals, other potential approaches, NRC’s 
presentation materials that are not reflected directly in this summary, and potential next steps 
are described below. 
 
NRC and NEI Discussion of General Issues Related to All Potential Approaches 
 

NEI indicated that stakeholders have cited COL issuance delays due to DC errors as a reason 
not to go forward with projects in the U.S.  NEI emphasized that the problem stems from a 
process issue rather than a safety issue since the errors need to be resolved before operation. 
NEI said that the goals of its proposals are to avoid delays in both COL issuance and 
construction.  NEI mentioned the high expense of keeping licensing infrastructure intact for a 
long period to support eventual COL issuance as errors were being corrected. 
 
NRC made inquiries regarding a number of issues relevant to all potential approaches. NEI 
provided the following responses: 
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• When would the errrors be corrected?  NEI stated that errors would probably be 
corrected before construction of the affected structures, systems and components but 
but that this is not specifically required by the regulations. 
 

• NRC expressed a concern that if there are many errors or a complex error with 
extensive effects, any approach that defers the resolution of the error may be 
inconsistent with the principles of the 10 CFR Part 52, “Licenses, Certifications, 
Approvals for Nuclear Power Plants” licensing process. NRC also expressed a concern 
that a licensee might propose something that is not plausible such as issuance of a 
license amendment that conflicts with regulations.  NEI responded that staff would not 
accept an implausible solution in the staff assessment.  NEI did not suggest any firm 
thresholds, whether for timing, safety significance, or complexity and stated that the COL 
applicant and staff need to be convinced that the problem is solvable.  
 

• NRC suggested that examples of how NEI’s proposed approaches would work, either 
using examples from past challenges or hypothetical scenarios, would be critical to 
further development.  NEI stated that it does not have the resources to work up perfect 
proposals and that NEI would prefer that the NRC staff tell them what approaches might 
be viable before expending resources to further refine or justify those approaches. 
 

• NRC inquired whether NEI had a preferred approach out of the three proposals 
presented in their letter.  NEI responded by stating that a license condition is the 
preferred approach, however, NEI stated that all three proposed options could likely be 
used for most scenarios. 

 
NRC and NEI Discussion of NEI’s Three Proposed Approaches 

 
Proposal 1 (License Conditions) 

 
One NRC staff member inquired what it means for an LC to be ministerial.  An unaffiliated 
stakeholder responded that no safety evaluation (SE) is needed and stated that an LC based on 
a future license amendment request (LAR) or DC rulemaking is ministerial because an SE is not 
needed to close out the LC.  In lieu of an SE, NRC would simply need to confirm that the LAR 
was approved or the rulemaking completed.  The unaffiliated stakeholder further explained that 
both COL and CP safety findings are predictive; therefore, the reasonable assurance finding for 
both can be based on a future process.  The unaffiliated stakeholder further stated that use of 
an LC supports a reasonable assurance finding but that the risk of any difficulties meeting an LC 
(e.g., issuance of a later amendment) is borne by the licensee.  
 
NRC referenced a previous Commission decision related to Hydro Resources (CLI-00-08, 51 
NRC 227) which rejected reliance on a later license amendment proceeding.  An unaffiliated 
stakeholder observed that the example did not involve an LC.  NRC replied that this distinction 
was not very substantive.  NRC further stated that it would be hard to envision NRC acceptance 
of an LC that is just a promissory note.  The unaffiliated stakeholder replied that the LC 
envisioned would be more substantive and include an acceptance criteria and a methodology.  
NEI noted that the methodology would typically have already been reviewed by NRC staff and 
NRC clarified that it would then be assumed to be approved as Tier 2 information in the relevant 
DCD.  
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NRC responded that if a COL applicant sufficiently defined the methodology and acceptance 
criteria, then the ministerial act standard would be met, and the COL application (COLA) would 
not need to rely on a later LAR or rulemaking proceeding.  The unaffiliated stakeholder 
responded that even if not needed, NRC staff might want a future proceeding and further 
indicated that there had been such a case on an Advanced Boiling Water Reactor design issue 
that had both a methodology and acceptance criteria in which the staff required more design 
information. 
 

Proposal 2 (ITAAC) 

The discussion of the proposed approach focused on comparisons between potential use of 
DAC and ITAAC.  NEI’s letter stated that DAC would not be necessary.  NEI clarified at the 
meeting that DAC should be left as an option in case it is needed.  NEI indicated that if a new 
methodology is involved, an approach using DAC would be more likely. 
 
NRC inquired whether an approach that includes just a methodology and an acceptance 
criterion would be considered a DAC.  An unaffiliated stakeholder answered no and clarified that 
in many cases, staff approval is based on an acceptance criterion and a methodology for the 
ultimate function.  The unaffiliated stakeholder further stated that with a DAC, there might not be 
an ultimate acceptance criteria.  NEI further stated that a COL applicant is more likely to be 
dealing with situations simpler than those that require a DAC because the design has already 
been completed, and there is just an error in part of the design.  An unaffiliated stakeholder 
further explained that if there is an error in the methodology, the COLA could specify a 
correction to the methodology or an alternative to the methodology.  If a methodology error has 
no apparent fix, then use of a DAC, an LC, or the hybrid CP/COL option would be possible. 
 

Proposal 3 (Hybrid CP/COL) 

An unaffiliated stakeholder opened the discussion by noting that the Atomic Energy Act allows 
the combination of different licenses and permits.  For example, a COL applicant requests 
approval of licenses in accordance with 10 CFR Part 30, “Rules of General Applicability to 
Domestic Licensing of Byproduct Material,” Part 40, “Domestic Licensing of Source Material,” 
and Part 70, “Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material,” in the COLA in order to receive, 
possess and use source, byproduct, and special nuclear material.  

 
NRC stated that CPs and COLs are typically seen as separate and distinct licensing 
approaches and inquired how NEI envisioned mixing them. NRC further inquired what basis 
exists for issuing a partial COL as discussed in the letter. An unaffiliated stakeholder responded  
that NEI did not envision a “partial COL” and that NEI instead is proposing the use of a “full” 
COL in which there is an essentially complete design. Specifically, if there are just a handful of 
outstanding issues, the unaffiliated stakeholder asserted that a COL can be issued even if those 
unresolved issues mean that certain of the regulatory requirements listed in 10 CFR 52.79 are 
not met.  
 
With respect to timing and process, an unaffiliated stakeholder stated that NEI hadn’t worked 
out all the implementing details, but the following sequence is envisioned: 
 

• The COL applicant would amend the existing application to treat the design error under 
10 CFR Part 50, “Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,” regulations 
related to the issuance of a CP;  
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• There would be a right to late-filed contentions;  

 
• There would be one safety analysis report/safety evaluation report (SAR/SER), a single 

proceeding, a single docket, a single EIS, and a single mandatory hearing;  
 

• Interface requirements could be used to make the safety findings that are part of the 
COL; 
 

• After construction, upon issuance of an operating license (OL) for the CP portion, the OL 
could be merged into the COL through a license amendment supported by an 
environmental assessment;  
 

• The resulting license would be a COL under Atomic Energy Act 185b. 
 
The unaffiliated stakeholder explained that hearing opportunities before operation for the above 
sequence would be the OL hearing opportunity on the unresolved design issue; the 
license amendment hearing opportunity for when the OL is merged into the COL, and the 
10 CFR 52.103(g) hearing related to ITAAC for the COL.  The unaffiliated stakeholder envisions 
that the above activities would have to happen prior to 10 CFR 52.103(g), and the 40 year 
license term would start upon completion of the 10 CFR 52.103(g) finding.  

 
NRC suggested that an ITAAC could be used to govern closure of the CP issue and NEI was 
receptive to that concept.  NRC further inquired whether NEI had considered issuance of a CP 
as an alternative to a hybrid CP/COL. An unaffiliated stakeholder said this was possible but that 
approach does not enjoy the advantages of 10 CFR Part 52 such as design finality, use of 
ITAAC, and the elimination of the need for a hearing at the OL stage on whether construction 
was substantially completed.  NRC also noted that CPs can reference DCs (and finality would 
apply), that final safety findings may be made for CPs, and that 10 CFR 50.109 would apply to 
such findings. 
 
NRC noted that use of a CP to resolve a design error pushed risks associated with delays to the 
COL licensee.  An unaffiliated stakeholder agreed.  NEI noted that this risk and the increased 
risk of a late-filed contention were unavoidable but that the approach would allow issuance of 
the COL and earlier start of construction. 
 
NRC and NEI Discussion of Other Potential Approaches 
 
NRC suggested that the term “error” was being used to describe post DC rulemaking 
information that challenges some aspect of the DC.  Such a “post rulemaking information 
challenge” could in some cases be addressed relatively quickly by using more realistic analyses 
that evaluate a lower functionality and then addressing the margin associated with the degraded 
condition.  NEI agreed this was a possible approach but stated a concern that such an approach 
would be subject to the same sorts of delays as correcting the errors, as well as a risk that NRC 
staff might not accept less conservative analyses. 
 
NEI alternatively suggested re-examining the DC process, which resulted in discussion of the 
potential for development of an alternative DC revision path within a DC rule.  Specifically, NEI 
suggested that a more expeditious, targeted rulemaking path could be developed for addressing 
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post-rulemaking information challenges, i.e., DC errors, that would ideally both shorten the 
current DC amendment process and avoid opening new issues.   
 
NRC noted that for an individual issue, much of the potential delay is due to the fact that NRC 
must have a fully developed resolution to the problem before even starting rulemaking. NRC 
suggested that having a specific regulatory process for dealing with DC errors or post-
rulemaking information challenges might still be possible via a DC rule that states that in some 
situations the DC remains fully in effect until the error is resolved while in other situations a COL 
referencing the DC cannot be issued because of safety significance.  
 
NEI responded positively to this and a representative from NuScale suggested that this could be 
worth considering in the NuScale DC rulemaking process.  NEI further suggested that this might 
be worth considering as part of the Commission directed rulemaking related to 10 CFR Parts 50 
and 52 licensing process alignment.  NRC indicated that the relevant rulemaking plan is still 
under development but that stakeholder input would be sought using NRC’s regular 
rulemaking process which includes public outreach.  Furthermore, both NEI and NRC have 
developed a preliminary list of potential issues to be addressed in the rulemaking and an 
alternative DC correction path may be worth including on either or both lists in preparation 
for future dialogue.  
 
Discussion of Next Steps and Conclusion of the Public Meeting 
 
NEI summarized that it would like to resolve the issue before upcoming COL applications and 
suggested a SECY paper with options, the 10 CFR Part 50 and 52 alignment rulemaking or the 
revision underway of Regulatory Guide 1.206 (DG-1325, “Applications for Nuclear Power 
Plants)” as possible vehicles.  NRC recommended that NEI develop examples of how NEI’s 
proposals would work for either past issues or hypothetical issues.  With regards to a SECY, the 
Commission would want to see detailed information to support staff statements related to any 
option and such examples would be critical.  NEI further suggested that NRC develop a white 
paper to which NEI could respond.  Ideally, the staff would indicate which options are viable and 
which are non-starters. The NRC staff did not make any commitments as to the development of 
a SECY paper or white paper. 
 
NEI stated that they were satisfied that the staff had provided them meaningful feedback on 
their proposed approaches.  Both NRC and NEI committed to revisit the issue of next steps at a 
later time.  
 
NRC staff inquired if there were any comments or questions from the general public but 
received no response, upon which, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Enclosure: 
1. Meeting Attendees 
 
cc w/encl:  NEI New Reactors Mailing List 
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Enclosure 1 

List of Participants  
 

Public Meeting on NEI letter entitled “Avoiding Delays in Issuance of NRC 
Combined Licenses due to Design Certification Errors”  

 
December 13, 2017 
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Tschlitz, Mike NEI 

Akstulewicz, Frank  NRC 

Hayes, Barbara NRC 

Habib, Don NRC 

Hasting, Peter TVA 

Frantz, Steve unaffiliated 

Waters, Dave Duke Energy 

Becker, Gary NuScale 

Cottingham, Anne NEI 

Bradford, Anna NRC 

Colaccino, Joseph NRC 

Redd, Jason Southern Nuclear Operating 
Company (SNC) 

Spencer, Michael NRC 
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Email 
4pareez@gmail.com 
Alan.Levin@areva.com   (Alan Levin) 
alsterdis@tva.gov   (Andrea Sterdis) 
awc@nei.org   (Anne W. Cottingham) 
awyche@bechtel.com   (Altheia Wyche) 
bellesrj@ornl.gov   (Randall Belles) 
bendoj@asme.org   (John Bendo) 
Betsy Langille   (ealangille@tva.gov) 
bevans@enercon.com   (Bob Evans) 
bevardbb@ornl.gov   (Bruce Bevard) 
Bojan.Petrovic@gatech.edu   (Bojan Petrovic) 
brian.turner@oca.iowa.gov   (Brian Turner) 
BSims@Becht.com   (Robert Sims) 
bwwaites@southernco.com   (Brandon Waites) 
carey.fleming@cenglic.com   (Carey Fleming) 
ccmsc@verizon.net   (Mike Callahan) 
cee@nei.org 
charles.bagnal@ge.com   (Charles Bagnal) 
collinlj@westinghouse.com   (Leslie Collins) 
cposlusny@babcock.com   (Chester Poslusny) 
CumminWE@Westinghouse.com   (Edward W. Cummins) 
curtisslaw@gmail.com   (Jim Curtiss) 
cwaltman@roe.com   (C. Waltman) 
david.distel@exeloncorpo.com   (David J. Distel) 
david.hinds@ge.com   (David Hinds) 
david.lewis@pillsburylaw.com   (David Lewis) 
david.newland@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca   (David Newland) 
dchapin@mpr.com   (Douglas Chapin) 
DeLaBarreR@state.gov   (R. DeLaBarre) 
dianed@nirs.org   (Dianed) 
dominiquef@nirs.org   (Dominique French) 
don.tormey@iub.iowa.gov 
donald.woodlan@luminant.com   (Donald Woodlan) 
dpstout@tva.gov   (Daniel P.  Stout) 
draleigh@curtisswright.com   (Denna Raleigh) 
ecullington@earthlink.net   (E. Cullington) 
ed.burns@earthlink.net   (Ed Burns) 
eddie.grant@excelservices.com   (Eddie Grant) 
elyman@ucsusa.org   (Ed Lyman) 
erg-xl@cox.net   (Eddie R. Grant) 
esmith@moenviron.org   (Edward Smith) 
ewallace@nuscalepower.com   (Ed Wallace) 
F.Shahrokhi@areva.com   (Farshid Shahrokhi) 
fletcher@exchangemonitor.com 
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garent@tva.gov   (Gordon Arent) 
George_Stramback@Charter.net  (George Stramback) 
ggeaney@mpr.com   (George Geaney) 
gyoung4@entergy.com   (Garry Young) 
hankwon.choi@wgint.com   (Hankwon Choi) 
hickste@earthlink.net   (Thomas Hicks) 
hwilchins@epsilonsystems.com   (Howard Wilchins) 
jack.kasper@parsons.com   (Jack Kasper) 
jahalfinger@babcock.com   (Jeff Halfinger) 
james1.beard@ge.com   (James Beard) 
james2.ross@ge.com   (James Ross) 
jason.parker@pillsburylaw.com   (Jason Parker) 
jennifer.easler@oca.iowa.gov   (Jennifer Easler) 
jerald.head@ge.com  (Jerald Head) 
jgutierrez@morganlewis.com   (Jay M. Gutierrez) 
Jim.Kinsey@inl.gov  (James Kinsey) 
jim.sundermeyer@iub.iowa.gov 
jmr@nei.org   (Jeannie Rinckel) 
JNR@NuScalePower.com   (Jose N. Reyes) 
john.elnitsky@duke-energy.com  (John Elnitsky) 
john.holt@nreca.coop   (John Holt) 
john.oneill@pillsburylaw.com   (John O'Neill) 
Joseph_Hegner@dom.com    (Joseph Hegner) 
jrappe@nuscalepower.com   (Jodi Rappe) 
jwh@nei.org   (Jerry Hiatt) 
jwh1@nreca.coop   (John Holt) 
kahtan1234@yahoo.com 
KAK@nei.org   (Kimberly Keithline) 
kerri.johannsen@iub.iowa.gov 
klingcl@westinghouse.com   (Charles Kling) 
kouhestani@msn.com   (Amir Kouhestani) 
kra@nei.org   (Katie Austgen) 
KSutton@morganlewis.com   (Kathryn M. Sutton) 
kwaugh@impact-net.org   (Kenneth O. Waugh) 
Kwelter@NuScalePower.com   (Kent Welter) 
larry.stevens@iub.iowa.gov 
lchandler@morganlewis.com   (Lawrence J. Chandler) 
libby.jacobs@iub.iowa.gov 
mack.thompson@iub.iowa.gov 
marcel.deVos@cnsc-ccsn.gc.ca   (Marcel DeVos) 
marilyn.kray@exeloncorp.com 
mark.holbrook@inl.gov   (Mark Holbrook) 
martha.shields@nuclear.energy.gov   (Martha Shields) 
media@nei.org   (Scott Peterson) 
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mgiles@entergy.com   (M. Giles) 
mirskys@saic.com   (Steven Mirsky) 
MSF@nei.org   (Marvin Fertel) 
murawski@newsobserver.com   (John Murawski) 
nirsnet@nirs.org   (Michael Mariotte) 
Nuclaw@mindspring.com   (Robert Temple) 
P.Stefanovic@Holtec.com   (Peter Stefanovic) 
parveen.baig@iub.iowa.gov 
patriciaL.campbell@ge.com   (Patricia L. Campbell) 
paul.gallagher@parsons.com   (Paul Gallagher) 
Paul@beyondnuclear.org   (Paul Gunter) 
pbessette@morganlewis.com   (Paul Bessette) 
pcarlone@mpr.com   (Pete Carlone) 
peter@hastings-group.com   (Peter Hastings) 
phg@nei.org   (Paul Genoa) 
PLorenzini@NuScalePower.com   (Paul Lorenzini) 
poorewpiiI@ornl.gov   (Willis P. Poore III) 
pshastings@tva.gov   (Peter Hastings) 
ramana@Princeton.EDU   (M. V. Ramana) 
rbarrett@astminc.com   (Richard Barrett) 
richard.sweigart@duke-eneergy.com   (Richard Sweigart) 
RJB@NEI.org   (Russell Bell) 
robert.haemer@pillsburylaw.com   (Robert Haemer) 
robert.kitchen@duke-energy.com   (Robert H. Kitchen) 
ronald.polle@oca.iowa.gov 
rritzman@firstenergycorp.com   (R. Ritzman) 
RSnuggerud@NuScalePower.com   (Ross Snuggerud) 
rxm@nei.org   (Rod McCullum) 
sabinski@suddenlink.net   (Steve A. Bennett) 
shobbs@enercon.com   (Sam Hobbs) 
siciliatom@hotmail.com   (Mark Campagne) 
stephen.markus@pillsburylaw.com   (Stephen Markus) 
steven.hamrick@fpl.com   (Steven Hamrick) 
swender@FirstEnergyCorp.com   (Samuel Wender IV) 
swkline@bechtel.com   (Steve Kline) 
tedquinn@cox.net   (Ted Quinn) 
tgado@roe.com   (Burns & Roe) 
timothy.beville@nuclear.energy.gov   (Timothy Beville) 
tjhester@midamerican.com   (Tom J. Hester) 
tjk@nei.org   (T.J. Kim) 
troche@absconsulting.com   (Thomas Roche) 
trsmith@winston.com   (Tyson Smith) 
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Vanessa.quinn@dhs.gov   (Vanessa Quinn) 
vince.gilbert@excelservices.com   (Vince Gilbert) 
vka@nei.org   (Victoria Anderson) 
wayne.marquino@gmail.com   (Wayne Marquino) 
whorin@winston.com   (W. Horin) 
william.mcint.com   (William Mctigue) 
wwbx@hyperionpowergeneration.com   (Willis Bixby) 
x2gabeck@southernco.com   (Gary Becker) 
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